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One of the most important challenges in the ﬁeld of topological insulators (TI) is to ﬁnd materials with nontrivial
topological surface state (TSS) while keeping the bulk intrinsic (insulating). In this letter, we report microscopic
investigations of BiSbTeSe2 (1112) and Bi2Te2Se (221) alloys which have been proposed as candidates to achieve
an intrinsic bulk. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) conﬁrms previous macroscopic experiments that 221 is
an ordered alloy with a Te-Bi-Se-Bi-Te sequence. Nevertheless, it also reveals that the ordering is not perfect with
the surface chalcogen layer containing 85% Te and 15% Se. On the other hand, STM shows that 1112 is a random
alloy with a ﬁne mixture of (Bi, Sb) in the pnictogen layers and (Te, Se) in the top/bottom chalcogen layers. A
freshly cleaved 221 sample surface shows an intrinsic bulk with the Fermi energy, EF, in the gap, but quickly
becomes n-type with aging, similar to the aging effect reported by others [27,32]. By contrast, the random alloy
1112 show remarkable robustness against aging and the EF remains within the gap even after aging for 7 days. We
attribute this result to the nanoscale ﬁne mixture of the random alloy which provides an effective doping
compensation in very ﬁne length scale, thus enabling its bulk to remain intrinsic against aging.

1. Introduction

case of Bi2Se3) or p-type (such as the case of Sb2Te3). How to achieve a
true “insulating” bulk in a TI has been one of the most important materials science challenges in this class of materials. Several strategies have
been developed to achieve this goal. One approach is to synthesize the
materials as pure as possible, thus eliminating potential p- or n-type
doping impurities. However, this “purist's approach” is proven to be
difﬁcult: even with the most advanced fabrication (e.g., molecular beam
epitaxy), where insulating Bi2Se3 can be initially achieved, the material
can turn into n-type after aging.
Another approach is to use “dopant compensation”, for example
doping the usually n-type Bi2Se3 with p-type dopants such as Ca [24,25]
and Cd [26]. Even so, it is difﬁcult to achieve exact and homogeneous
compensation. In addition, adding substantial extrinsic doping impurities

The ability to control the location of the Fermi level (EF) in materials
with an energy gap has played a critical role in paving the foundation of
the modern semiconductor technology. For example, achieving p-type
doping in GaN has resulted in transformative optoelectronic technology
[1,2]. For a semiconductor, the ability to dope it n- or p-type, or to make
it insulating are important [3]. In the case of three-dimensional topological insulators [4–27], the overarching goal is to achieve a robust
“bulk insulating” state. This is necessary in order to realize the novel
transport properties associated with the non-trivial conducting topological surface states (TSS) without the interference of bulk conduction
channels. Most topological insulators are naturally n-type (such as the
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2. Structural characterizations and modeling

often increases the disorder and degrade the transport properties of the
system. A third approach is to form an alloy by mixing Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, and
Sb2Te3 with some compositional ratios to Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey [28–36]. This
alloying approach appears to have yield fruitful results. Angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) investigations suggest the existence of an optimal alloy composition where EF is stabilized near the
Dirac point (DP) in the bulk band gap [33]. Recent observation of a TSS
quantum Hall effect in Bi1Sb1Te1Se2, further marks an important milestone in demonstrating surface-dominated conduction [36]. The key
question is “Why some alloys exhibit a robust insulating bulk while some
do not?” Understanding its microscopic origin holds the key for the
rational design of better TI materials for realization of their novel properties originating in the non-trivial topological surface states.
In this letter, we address these critical questions by using scanning
tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/S) to investigate Bi2xSbxTe3-ySey alloys with two stoichiometric compositions– the Bi2Te2Se
(x ¼ 0, y ¼ 1; referred to as 221) and BiSbTeSe2 (x ¼ 1, y ¼ 2; referred to
as 1112). Although both compositions allow the possibility of ordering
arrangement of constituents in the quintuple layer (QL), we conﬁrm that
only the 221 compound exhibits this tendency with a Te-Bi-Se-Bi-Te
sequence [28,37]. On the other hand, the 1112 sample is a random
alloy [38]. This conclusion is corroborated with X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns. First principle calculations of energetics indeed show that the
221 favors order alloy formation with Te-Bi-Se-Bi-Te and the 1112 has a
tendency to form random alloys. STS measurements show that the ordered 221 alloy surface will eventually turn into n-type after aging in
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) of 4  1011 Torr. Most interestingly, the 1112
random alloy shows a robust insulating bulk with EF pinned near the DP
in spite of the random compositional ﬂuctuation, line defects, and time
spent in the same condition as the 221, aside from the longer span of 7
days. In fact, it appears that the random mixture in a ﬁne length scale
could be a cause of the pinned EF in this material.

2.1. Bi2Te2Se
Fig. 1a, d are topographic images at an atomic scale, taken on the top
layers of 221 and 1112, respectively. In the case of 221, the image has an
apparent binary contrast: the atomic sites are either bright or dark. Note
that the dark site is not a vacancy because the local corrugation peak can
be observed (see line proﬁle of Fig. 1b and appearance of a vacancy from
the building block model of Fig. 1g). The height difference between the
bright and dark sites is ~60 p.m., which is signiﬁcantly smaller than the
interlayer distance on the order of 200 p.m. in a QL. Moreover, the bight/
dark contrast remains the same even when the bias polarity is reversed
(see Supporting Information Figs. S1a and b). This binary feature most
likely comes from different kinds of chalcogens, such as Se and Te, on the
homogenous underlying pnictogen (Bi) layer. By using the atomic radii
(1.19 Å for Se, 1.42 Å for Te, and 1.50 Å for Bi), we construct a model of
Fig. 1h and i for dilute Se on the surface layer and obtain a height difference of 52 p.m. between Te and Se, consistent with the experimental
observation of 60 p.m. (Note that if local density of states variation
strongly contributes to the STM image of 221, it is expected not to
localize at one atomic scale but to extend by several lattice sites; for
example, defects in Bi2Se3 [8].) Counting the number of bright and dark
atoms on Fig. 1a, the occupation ratio of Te to Se is 6:1, which is larger
than the compositional ratio of 2:1. In addition, the XRD pattern taken on
the same batch of 221 (Fig. 1c) shows the characteristic peaks at (1,0,7),
and (0,0,12), which imply that Se mainly occupies the center layer in a
QL of 221 [28,37,38]. All results of STM, the building block model, and
XRD reﬂect that 221 is based on an ordered arrangement with the QL
dominantly comprising the Te-Bi-Se-Bi-Te sequence of atomic layers.
Nevertheless, the degree of ordering is not perfect as STM shows that
only 85% of surface sites are occupied by Te instead of 100% for a
perfectly ordered alloy.

Fig. 1. (a and d) Atomic resolution topographic images on the surfaces of (a) 221 and (d) 1112. (b and e) Line proﬁles along the white dashed lines in (a) and (d), revealing the height
differences of 60 p.m. and 35 p.m. for each sample. (c and f) X-ray powder diffraction pattern on the pieces of the same batches of (c) 221 and (f) 1112. (g and h) Building block models of
the most top two layers in a QL for the case of (g) Te-vacancies and (h) Se-substitutions. (i) Lateral view of (h), revealing the height difference of 52.3 p.m.
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below the DP dI/dV exhibits a linear dependence, consistent with the
linear (in energy) density of states (DOS). The locations of the valence
band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM) have
been shown before to be located at ~ 0.1 eV below and 0.2 eV above the
DP, respectively. They roughly correspond to the location where slope in
dI/dV spectrum starts to change. The second derivative, d2I/dV2, enhances the features of the VBM and CBM thresholds more clearly. It is
important to bear in-mind that the d2I/dV2 is used here only to enhance
the spectral features and is not related to inelastic tunneling.

2.2. BiSbTeSe2
In contrast to 221, the topographic image on 1112 (Fig. 1d) has a
complicated color contrast. Although the line proﬁle of Fig. 1e shows the
atoms of diverse heights on different background modulation slopes, the
largest height difference of ~35 p.m. among the nearest neighbor atoms
is even shorter than in the case of 221. This result rules out the possibility
of a homogeneous pnictogen layer (Bi or Sb). Moreover, the polarity
dependent images do not have the same contrast: some fraction of bright
atoms become dark and some dark ones become bright when the sample
bias polarity changes (see Supporting Information Figs. S1c,d and S2).
Although quantitative determinations of individual Te/Se locations are
difﬁcult due to this complexity, one can still draw a qualitative conclusion. Note the intermingling of dark and bright features at the nanometer
scale. Structurally, the height not only reﬂects the chemical species of the
top layer (Te versus Se), but also is inﬂuenced by the local chemical
species in the pnictogen layer below. The local combination probably
also inﬂuences the polarity dependent image. The lack of the regularity in
the voltage dependent topographic heights and the apparent intermixing
of dark and bright features at the nanometer scale suggest a random
mixture in the top chalcogen layer (Te and Se) and the next pnictogen
layer (Bi and Sb). Based on the structural symmetry, one can infer that
the bottom chalcogen and pnictogen layers should also contain a random
mixture. However, the center chalcogen layer remains unknown. The
XRD on the same batch of 1112 (Fig. 1f) shows the same characteristic
peaks at (1,0,7) and (0,0,12) as 221, suggesting the center layer is mainly
occupied by Se atoms [38]. One can therefore conclude that 1112 has a
random arrangement in a QL, such as Te/Se-Bi/Sb-Se-Bi/Sb-Te/Se with a
total Bi:Sb:Te:Se ratio of 1:1:1:2.

3.2. Aging effect on Bi2Te2Se

3. Electronic characterization

On the 221 surfaces, we carried out spectroscopic investigations to
study the aging effect, as shown in Fig. 2b. The freshly cleaved surface
was transferred to the LT-STM in less than 3 min to perform the dI/dV
(STS) measurements. Then, the aging is performed by taking the sample
out of the LT-STM stage but leaving it in the UHV chamber on a sample
stage kept at room temperature. After the desired aging time is reached,
the sample is then moved back to LT-STM stage for STS investigation. On
the surface of 221 samples, the DP is below the VBM, as shown by the
ARPES data in Fig. 2c measured on another sample from the same batch.
Thus, the dip position in the dI/dV spectrum does not correspond to the
DP. For the freshly cleaved surface, there is an apparent gap with EF in the
gap. Upon aging, however, the surface quickly turns into n-type, reﬂected
by the leftward shift of the spectral features. Within the gap, there is a
region with linear slope in the dI/dV spectrum, corresponding to the TSS
whose DOS has a linear energy dependence. The assignment of the energy locations of the VBM and CBM, however, is somewhat non-trivial
and some assumptions need to be made. We use the spectrum with
30 min aging (middle panel) for discussion since individual thresholds
are more well-deﬁned. The TSS, appearing as a linear energy dependence
in dI/dV would appear as a constant in the d2I/dV2 spectrum. The
transition to the conduction band can be identiﬁed as the change in the
d2I/dV2 and the CBM is labeled at the mid-point of this transition, which
is about 30 meV above EF. If we use the same criterion to assign the
location of the VBM, it would occur at about 220 meV below EF. These
assignments will yield a bandgap of 0.25 eV, which is 0.05 eV smaller
than that determined using ARPES. Taking a gap value of 0.30 eV, the
VBM should be located at 0.27 eV (marked by a black arrow). Since our
goal is to investigate the relative movement of band structure upon aging,
this uncertainty in the precise determination of the VBM location does
not inﬂuence our scientiﬁc conclusion.
After 3 days of aging, the surface becomes even more n-type and the
dip in the dI/dV spectrum is shifted further downward by about 0.07 eV.
This should place the CBM location at 40 meV below EF. Interestingly, the
spectroscopic features near the CBM start to show some structure: instead
of a simple increase, the slope in dI/dV ﬁrst decreases then increases
again as the bias voltage is moved into the conduction band. This might
be due to the formation of 2D electron gas resulting from a strong surface
band bending [39,40], which now also contributes to the tunneling
spectrum. We have seen this consistently when the surface becomes
deeply n-type. This observation, while being interesting and warranting
further investigations, is beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, although
the freshly cleaved 221 sample surface indeed exhibits intrinsic semiconducting properties, upon aging it quickly becomes n-type and eventually becomes degenerate n-type similar to that of Bi2Se3. We note that
previously aging effect has been investigated using STS [27] and ARPES
[32] by intentionally introducing adsorbates/molecules on samples.

3.1. d2I/dV2 tunneling spectroscopy

3.3. Band structure of BiSbTeSe2

We next discuss the result of spectroscopic investigations. As a
reference, Fig. 2a shows a typical dI/dV tunneling spectrum (red solid)
acquired on the freshly cleaved surface of Bi2Se3, a system that had been
thoroughly investigated previously using ARPES and STS. In this spectrum, the DP can be clearly located at 0.3 eV below the EF. Above and

On the other hand, the 1112 sample exhibits a totally different
behavior. The left of Fig. 3a is a typical dI/dV spectrum (red solid) acquired on 1112 surfaces. Although this dI/dV shows much smoother
features rather than the others, we are able to label the DP, VBM, and
CBM with the help of the d2I/dV2 spectrum. Shown on the right are the

2.3. Theoretical analysis
To understand the observed difference in the formation of 221 and
1112 alloys, we performed ﬁrst-principles density functional theory
(DFT) calculations to compare the total energies of freestanding single
QLs in different chemical compositions. For the 221 case, there are only
two possible sequences, Te-Bi-Se-Bi-Te and Te-Bi-Te-Bi-Se. The calculation results show that the Te-Bi-Se-Bi-Te is lower in energy than the TeBi-Te-Bi-Se by 0.16 eV. For the 1112 case, there are three possible sequences, Se-Bi-Se-Sb-Te, Te-Bi-Se-Sb-Se, and Se-Bi-Te-Sb-Se, among
which the Se-Bi-Se-Sb-Te is energetically most stable. The Te-Bi-Se-Sb-Se
has a slightly higher energy of 0.09 eV and the Se-Bi-Te-Sb-Se a higher
energy of 0.20 eV than the most stable Se-Bi-Se-Sb-Te arrangement. All
these results indicate that both alloys show the same tendency that Te
strongly favors the outer chalcogen layer and the central chalcogen layer
is preferred by Se. For the 1112 alloys, the small energy difference
(0.09 eV) between Te-Bi-Se-Sb-Se and Se-Bi-Se-Sb-Te might be too small
to lead to any signiﬁcant difference in the probability of their occurrence
in actual samples, which corroborate the evidences of STM and XRD that
the 1112 tends to form the mixture of the two low energy phases –
namely random mixtures in the two outer chalcogen and pnictogen layers
but leaving the center chalcogen layer predominantly occupied by Se. In
contrast, the much larger energy difference (0.16 eV) between the two
stacking sequences in the 221 alloys may result in a strong tendency to
form ordered alloys (the Te-Bi-Se-Bi-Te sequence), consistent with the
experimental observation.
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simulation results for dI/dV and d2I/dV2 spectra by using the designated
locations of the CBM, DP, and VBM, which well reproduce the observed
features (details described in Supporting Information Fig. S3). Note that
the DP is located at the position where d2I/dV2 ¼ 0, because the TSS
contribution to dI/dV has a V-shape around the DP and the d2I/dV2 curve
is suddenly turned over from negative to positive there. In this particular
spectrum, the DP is located nearly at EF while the VBM is at ~90 meV
below DP and CBM at ~220 meV above the DP. ARPES data of Fig. 3b
corroborates the analysis of the d2I/dV2 spectrum. DP appears at EF (the
left of Fig. 3b) and the constant energy map at EB ¼ 90 meV (the right of
Fig. 3b) reveals points of VBM in addition to a small circle of TSS at the
center. This result is also consistent with previous ARPES studies [33].

in this random alloy. Shown in Fig. 3e is the distribution of the DP
deduced from 1024 spectra acquired in a local region of 5 nm by 5 nm.
Statistically, it shows an average DP position at 8 meV above EF with a
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 34 meV. Investigations are carried out over several different regions (several microns apart) and the
results are very similar: The DP is located near EF with a distribution
between 20 and 30 meV.
The above spectroscopic investigations show that despite large
compositional ﬂuctuations in 1112, EF is stably pinned near the Dirac
point within the bulk band gap. Moreover, this stability is maintained
against the aging effect, in contrast to 221. As shown in Fig. 4d, EF is
stably pinned near the DP of 25 meV even after aging for 7 days. But
perhaps the most notable result is that this stability is maintained even
near a line defect, such as the one shown in Fig. 4a. Such line defects are
occasionally observed on the cleaved 1112 surface, whose width is
~10 nm and height is ~90 p.m. On the defect line, while an additional
shoulder feature in the dI/dV is observed above (but near) EF, the DP is
still pinned down near EF. Those observations directly show the robustness of EF and TSS in the 1112, regardless of aging and defect lines as well
as random alloy ﬂuctuation. But what causes this robust EF pining in the
band gap?
We ﬁrst note that the ﬁne mixture of parent compounds at nanometer
scales appears to play a critical role. The ﬁne grain mixture ﬁrst ensures a
compositional average of the electronic structures with DP in the gap.
Second, bulk Sb2Te3 and Bi2Te3 often have tendencies to be p-type while
Bi2Se3 tends to be n-type. Regardless exactly what kind of defects are
responsible for their p- and n-type behavior, we speculate that a ﬁne
grain mixture may force the chemical potential to lie within the gap and
responsible for a robust EF pinning. This case may be similar to the
pursuit of creating semi-insulating GaAs where the breakthrough came

3.4. Fermi level pinning in the band gap of BiSbTeSe2
The structural investigations above show that 1112 contains a
random mixture of constituents. This implies that there must exist
compositional ﬂuctuations. One can ask about the local ﬂuctuations of
the DP in the presence of such a compositional ﬂuctuation. Fig. 3c and
d are the STM images where the current image tunneling spectroscopy
(CITS) is acquired (32  32 pixels) and the corresponding spatial variation of the DP deduced from the scanning tunneling spectra. There does
not appear to be a spatial correlation between the DP distribution and the
STM image. We note that a direct determination of the actual composition cannot be obtained at the present time due to the complicated bias
dependent image (see Supporting Information Figs. S1c,d and S2) as the
mixtures in the chalcogen layer and the pnitcogen layer can both impact
the STM image. Nevertheless, one can still conclude that the change in
topographic contrast is due to the composition change. One important
issue to be addressed is the statistical distribution of the DP relative to EF

Fig. 2. (a) dI/dV (red solid) and d2I/dV2 (blue dot) tunneling spectra on the fresh cleaved surface of n-type Bi2Se3. (b) Tunneling spectra on the fresh cleaved surface of 221, showing the
intrinsic TI feature (top). Since DP of 221 is buried in valence band, there is no V-shape linear dispersion feature in dI/dV curve unlike Bi2Se3. After UHV-R annealing for 30 min, EF is just
below CB, which implies the sudden change of EF about 0.2 eV (middle). After UHV-RT annealing for 3 days, 221 became n-type (bottom). Note that the conduction band kept changing
with annealing. (c) Band dispersion of 221 along –K-Γ-K, measured by ARPES and matched with tunneling spectra of 3 day-aged 221. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. (a) Experimental data and its simulation result of dI/dV (red solid) and d2I/dV2 (blue dot) tunneling spectra on 1112 at 77 K. (b) Band dispersion along –M-Γ-M and constant energy
map at E ¼ 0.09 eV, measured by APRES. (c) Topographic images of CITS. (d) DPs' distribution from CITS using d2I/dV2 spectroscopy. (e) The statistic proﬁle of DPs of (d). Gaussian ﬁt
gives that FWHM is 34 meV, centered at 8 meV. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. (a) Topographic image of a line defect on 1112. (b) The line proﬁle along the white dashed line in (a). The height and width of the line defect are 0.9 Å and 10 nm, respectively. (c)
dI/dV and d2I/dV2 tunneling spectra obtained at the center of line defect. The defect state and DP are marked with yellow and red arrows, respectively. (d) dI/dV and d2I/dV2 tunneling
spectra after aging 1112 in UHV at RT for 7 days. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

the 221 material is an ordered alloy with Te-Bi-Se-Bi-Te sequence
although 221 surface sites are occupied by only 85% Te atoms instead of
100%. On the other hand, the 1112 material is a random alloy with Te/
Se-Bi/Sb-Se-Bi/Sb-Te/Se sequence (except that the center layer of the
quintuple layer is likely to be occupied mainly by Se), consistent with Xray diffraction and DFT calculation. Compared with dI/dV spectroscopy,
d2I/dV2 enhances the spectroscopic features to allow us to identify the
Dirac point, the conduction band minimum, and the valence band

from the incorporation of As anti-site defects to pin the EF in the mid
gap [3].
4. Conclusions
In summary, we have studied the atomic structure and the local
electronic structure of Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey using STM/S. Analysis of atomic
STM images conﬁrms the previous macroscopic reports [28,37,38] that
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with a vacuum region of more than 15 Å. A 9  9  1 special k-point
mesh including the Γ point (0,0,0) was used for integration over the
Brillouin zone. The in-plane crystal parameters of freestanding single QLs
were fully optimized. Optimized atomic structures were achieved when
forces on all the atoms were less than 0.01 eV/Å.

maximum more unambiguously, which are conﬁrmed by ARPES. In
contrast to the ordered alloy 221, the most intriguing observation is the
remarkable afﬁnity between the Dirac point and EF in the 1112 material
with respect to random composition ﬂuctuations, line defects, and the
aging effect. We suggest that the ﬁne mixture of parent compounds at
small length scale may play a very beneﬁcial role in balancing the
chemical potential, resulting in a stable Fermi level pinning in the band
gap and giving rise to the robust insulating states. It further suggests that
random alloys consisting of a mixture of inherent p-doped TI and n-doped
TI at a ﬁne length scale (nm) offers a promising material design route for
optimized topological insulator properties. We notice that a similar
conjecture was used in a recent theoretical study by Skinner et al. [45].
Nevertheless, the observed resistivity of 1112 compound in the current
study [36] is higher than the predicted upper limit of Ref. [45].
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4.1. Methods
The single crystals of 221 and 1112 were grown by the Bridgman
method using two-step procedures. In the ﬁrst step, the raw material was
synthesized in a two-zone horizontal furnace with independent temperature control. The starting materials of 6 N purity were ﬁrst deoxidized
before use. Additionally, to minimize the concentration of uncontrolled
impurities both Te and Se were puriﬁed further by multiple vacuum
distillations under dynamic vacuum of 107 Torr.
The synthesis from the starting materials taken appropriate stoichiometric proportions was performed in vitreous carbon boats placed
into carbonized ampoules to avoid contamination from quartz. The ampoules sealed under vacuum of 107 Torr were allowed for a preliminary
reaction of the components at 400  C and subsequently heated up (for
approximately 6 h) to 740  C (for 221) and 680  C (for 1112), respectively. The temperature of the pre-reacted charge was then increased to
850–900  C and held for 24 h to allow melt homogenization under a
controlled pressure of Se. After homogenization, the ampoules were
cooled down slowly to about 600  C (for 221) and 550  C (for 1112),
respectively, to let homogenization of the solidiﬁed charge.
In the next step, the charge was transferred into a carbonized quartz
ampoule and placed into a two-zone vertical high-temperature Bridgman
furnace. The temperature proﬁle was regulated by changing a distance
between heating zones. The ampoules were heated up to 850  C and then
hold for several hours to let homogenization of the melt. The axial linear
gradient in the growth zone was set to 12 ºC/cm for 221 and 25 ºC/cm
1112, respectively. The radial gradient inside the growth zone was
symmetric and estimated to be less than 0.5 ºC/cm. The single crystals
were grown with a rate of approximately 1–1.5 mm/h. The solidiﬁed
crystals were homogenized at 580–600  C (for 221) and/or 540–560  C
(for 1112) for 6 h and then cooled down to room temperature.
For STM measurement, samples were cleaved in an UHV chamber of
4  1011 Torr at RT and quickly transferred (within 3 min) into the low
temperature scanning tunneling microscope (LT-STM) stage operating at
77 K. The aging effect is investigated by transferring the sample into a
station held at RT in the same chamber, then transferring back into the
LT-STM stage for investigation. STS is the averaged spectrum of 64 or 256
point spectra on 5 nm  5 nm area. ARPES measurement for 1112 was
performed at Beamline 10.0.1 (HERS) of the Advanced Light Source,
Berkeley, California, using a VG-Scienta R4000 electron analyzer; for
221, ARPES was carried out at the APPLE-PGM beam line of the Synchrotron Radiation Center (SRC), Wisconsin, using a VG-Scienta 200U
electron analyzer. Energy resolution was set to be ~20 meV.
The DFT calculations were carried out using the projector augmented
wave method [41,42] with the generalized gradient approximation in the
parametrization of Perdew, Burke and Enzerhof [43] for the exchange
correlations as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package
[44]. A plane-wave energy cutoff of 250.0 eV was consistently used in all
the calculations. The supercells contain a unit cell of the QL structure

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data related to this article can be found at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jpcs.2017.10.026.
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